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Selecting pages to crawl next

Challenges:
Huge number of pages
Varying quality 
Quality is hard to judge beforehand

Unknown pages

Crawled pages

links
Discovered pages

Goal: Crawl discovered 
pages



Crawling Objective

acquire pages that show up in query 
results (impact)

Query result lists: Objective: acquire the top part

US election Super Bowl Britney Yahoo!



Impact of Crawling Page p

Impact(p) = ∑queries q freq(q) * top-K(p,q)

top-K(p,q) =    1 if p is in top-K results of q, 
0 otherwise

Ideal approach: Crawl high impact pages 

Standard approach: Crawl high prestige pages
e.g., Pagerank or approximation thereof 
[Najork et. al. WWW’01; Abiteboul et. al. WWW’03]



prestige ≠ impact

prestige-based 
priority list

URL:
silverscape.com/…/Product_Positioning

bottom 20% of prestige; top 1% 
of impact (“product positioning”)

impact-based 
priority list



prestige ≠ impact

prestige-based 
priority list

impact-based 
priority list

URL: pc2sms.eu

top 1% of prestige; low impact 
(relevant for “send free SMS”, but 
not in top-10)



Poor Correlation Between Prestige 
and Impact
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Introduction

Problem formulation and Complexity
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Ranking Crawled Pages

Query

Page

Content-dependent
features

Content-independent
features

score
S(p,q)

score dist.
S’(p,q)



Ranking Crawled & Uncrawled Pages

“Query sketch” for query q:
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Selecting Pages to Crawl

P1

P1

P1

P1

top 5

top 5

top 5

top 5

q1 q2

q3 q4

Objective: maximize total impact of crawled 
pages 

Constraint: crawl C pages only

total impact = ΣC Σqueries q freq(q) x top-K(p,q)

1    if p is in top-k of q
top-K(p,q) = 

0    otherwise



Complexity

Maximize worst-case impact:
NP-hard. 
Reduction from densest k-vertex sub-hypergraph
problem

Maximize expected impact:
Polynomial but expensive
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Relaxed Model

Query

Page

Content-dependent
features

Content-independent
features

score
S(p,q)

score dist.
S’(p,q)score

S’’(p,q)



Relaxed Model

Revised query sketch (just top-K points):
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P10

K=5
compute impact scores

impact(p) = Σqueries q freq(q) x in_sketch(p,q)

select C most 
impactful pages



Three Hiccups

1. Large number of query sketches

2. Hard to anticipate exact query workload

3. Low recall from content-independent 
features

Solution: 
1. estimate impact based on past workload
2. supplement impact estimation with prestige-

based  approach

Solution: focus on queries where most impact can be had 
from crawling



Only create sketches for queries which could benefit 
from crawling additional pages (needy queries)

0.7% of queries -> most of benefit

Depends on:
Current answer quality

Quality of uncrawled relevant pages

Solution 1: limit number of sketches

estimate based on last crawl cycle

Σ(score of current top-k results for q)



Three Hiccups

1. Large number of query sketches

2. Hard to anticipate exact query workload

3. Low recall from content-independent 
features

Solution: 
1. estimate impact based on past workload
2. supplement impact estimation with prestige-

based approach

Solution: focus on queries where most impact can be had 
from crawling



Solution 2: hybrid impact estimation

2 ways to estimate impact
Using past workload
Using prestige

Combine their estimations
linear weighted combination
Impact-based = 0.9 ; prestige-based = 0.1

Workload-based expert

Prestige-based expert



Experiments

Query workload: 5 day query log of a major 
search engine
Scoring function: function used by that
search engine

Web page dataset 1:
Uncrawled pages:

Random sample of 110,000 pages
Crawled pages:

All other pages 

Web page dataset 2:
Move top 20% prestige pages to “crawled set”
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Dataset 2 (w/all query sketches)
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Example 1

hybrid policy

prestige-based policy



Example 2

hybrid policy

prestige-based policy
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Related Work

Discovering Unknown pages
Growth of the Web [Douglis et. al. USENIX’97, Fetterly et. al. 
WWW’03, Ntoulas et. al. WWW’04]
Discoverability [Dasgupta et. al. WWW’07]

Crawling newly discovered pages
Breadth-first [Najork et. al. WWW’01], OPIC [Abiteboul et. 
al. WWW’03], PageRank [Cho et. al. WWW’98; Eiron et. al. 
WWW’04]
Focused Crawling [Chakrabarti et. al. WWW’99]

Recrawling
Staleness-based [Cho et. al. SIGMOD’00], Embarassment-
based [Wolf et. al. WWW’02], User-centric [Pandey et. al. 
WWW’05] 



The Big Picture

crawled
pages

search queries

user

WWW

link
extractor

crawler

needy queries

query
selection

uncrawled
pages



THE END
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